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Summary

The aim of this research was to perform a genome-wide association study (GWAS) for
milk traits: milk yield (MY), fat yield (FY) and protein yield (PY), in Philippine dairy
buffaloes and identify significant single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) associated with
these traits. Phenotypes used were first parity 305-day records for milk yield (MY), fat yield
(FY) and protein yield (PY) of 503, 451 and 465 dairy buffaloes.

GWAS was performed using genotypes of 503, 451 and 465 females for MY, FY and
PY, respectively, from the Axiom 90k Buffalo Genotyping Array. The model for GWAS fitted
fixed effects of breed, herd, year of calving, season of calving and SNP-genotype as well as a
polygenic effect with a covariance structure proportional to a matrix with genomic
relationships among animals. SNPs with a p-value < 0.0001 were considered significant.

Seven, nine, and six SNPs were identified to be associated with MY, FY and PY,
respectively. Of these SNPs, 16 are associated to 1 trait only, while 3 are associated to two
traits. The above SNPs can be used as part of a genetic selection program of the PCC to
improve milk traits in dairy buffaloes.
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Introduction

The main interest in a genome-wide association study (GWAS) in dairy animals is to
find significant markers (typically single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)) which are
associated with the desired traits i.e. milk production traits, to improve the accuracy of
predicting breeding values and to increase the understanding of the genetic control of these
economically important traits.

With the recent release of a buffalo SNP chip (Axiom Buffalo Genotyping 90k by
Affymetrix), which includes ~90,000 SNPs, it is now possible to do a GWAS in the bubaline
species. SNPs included in this chip were based on buffalo sequencing data, but for SNP
position and annotation to genes, the cattle genome was used as a reference (UMD3.1
assembly) (Iamartino et al., 2013).

So far, GWAS using this buffalo chip has involved Italian Mediterranean buffaloes
(Iamartino et al., 2013), Brazilian buffaloes (de Camargo et al., 2015) and Egyptian buffaloes
(El-Halawany et al., 2017). In the Italian study, 9 SNPs were identified that were significantly
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associated with MY using 529 animals. The Brazilian study used 452 animals to identify 5, 5
and 3 significant SNPs associated with MY, FY and PY, respectively. The Egyptian study
identified 20 suggestive SNPs associated with average daily production using 95 animals.

The aim of this study was to perform a GWAS for milk traits: milk yield (MY), fat
yield (FY) and protein yield (PY), in Philippine dairy buffaloes and to identify significant
SNPs associated with these traits.

Material and methods

The data and samples used in this study were obtained from the Philippine Carabao
Center (PCC), responsible for the genetic improvement program of dairy buffaloes. All
animals are housed in institutional farms managed by PCC. Data collection is managed by the
Center’s Animal Breeding and Genomics Section.

Phenotypes used were first parity 305-day records for milk yield (MY), fat yield (FY)
and protein yield (PY) of 503, 451 and 465 dairy buffaloes.

Animals were genotyped using the Axiom 90k Buffalo genotyping array. Polymorphic
markers were identified using the Axiom Analysis Suite set on default settings i.e,
QC_call_rate ≥ 97, plate QC_percent samples passed ≥ 95, plate_QC_average call rate ≥
98.5, species type is diploid and number of minor allele ≥ 2. Additional quality control
measures applied include: SNPs were also removed if its minor allele frequency (MAF) is
less than 0.01, is out of Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (p-value less than 1 x 10-15), has no
genome location and is not found in the autosomes. After quality control, only 66,237 SNPs
in 29 autosomes were used.

The model for GWAS fitted fixed effects of breed, herd, year of calving, season of
calving and SNP-genotype as well as a polygenic effect with a covariance structure
proportional to a matrix with genomic relationships among animals (van Raden, 2008). SNPs
with a p-value < 0.0001 were considered significant.

Results and Discussion

With a p-value cut-off of 0.0001, 7, 9, and 6 suggestive SNPs were identified to be
associated with MY, FY and PY, respectively (Figures 1, 2, and 3). Since 3 SNPs are
associated with 2 traits, the total number of SNPs identified to be significant is 19 (Table 1).

Three SNPs were identified to be associated with two traits: AX-85094571 and AX-
85065688 to FY and PY; and AX-85088733 to MY and FY. AX-85144874 and AX-85042328
are very close to each other in the 47.6-47.9 Mb region of chromosome 20.
The above findings support the paper of Flores and van der Werf (2015) on random
regression test day models to estimate genetic parameters for milk yield and milk components
in Philippine dairy buffaloes, wherein they found moderate to high genetic correlations of FY
and PY with MY, and between FY and PY. This could explain why some SNPs (representing
the linked genes/QTL) are associated with more than one trait.

Previous GWA studies using this buffalo chip has identified 9 SNPs significantly
associated with MY in Italian Mediterranean buffaloes (Iamartino et al., 2013); 5, 5 and 3
significant SNPs associated with MY, FY and PY, respectively in Brazilian buffaloes (de
Camargo et al., 2015); and 20 suggestive SNPs associated with average daily production in
Egyptian buffaloes (El-Halawany et al., 2017). Our study was the only one that found SNPs
affecting at least one milk trait. No overlapping SNPs were found among the 4 GWA studies.
The most likely reasons are small data sets and false positives. Other possible reasons are



different traits, differences in genetic composition of breeds, different selection pressure in
the populations, varying environmental conditions, inbreeding, effective population size, and
allelic frequencies (El-Halawany et al., 2017).

Identification of genomic regions and genes that are involved in the above milk traits
will be done once an annotated buffalo sequence becomes available.

Conclusion

These results are preliminary and additional animals will be genotyped to increase the
sample size to have a more reliable conclusion. As of the moment, the GWAS identified 7, 9,
and 6 SNPs that were associated with MY, FY and PY, respectively. Of these SNPs, 16 are
associated to 1 trait only, while 3 are associated to two traits. The above SNPs can be used as
part of a genetic selection program of the PCC to improve milk traits in dairy buffaloes.

Table 1. SNP name, their chromosome number, location and traits they are associated with.

SNP Chromosome
Position
(Mbp)

Traits1

AX-85166311 1 17.0 FY

AX-85090376 1 19.8 FY

AX-85074572 3 0.56 MY

AX-85094571 3 11.7 FY, PY

AX-85144739 3 24.7 PY

AX-85051109 3 86.4 PY

AX-85084498 4 57.6 FY

AX-85076688 8 35.1 PY

AX-85118021 11 35.7 PY

AX-85083985 11 83.9 FY

AX-85102445 12 11.5 MY

AX-85065688 13 32.0 FY, PY

AX-85088733 14 57.9 MY, FY

AX-85109289 15 16.5 MY

AX-85167385 17 6.3 MY

AX-85144874 20 47.6 MY

AX-85042328 20 47.9 FY

AX-85135200 20 60.4 FY

AX-85152230 29 10.4 MY
1MY=milk yield, FY=fat yield, PY=protein yield



Figure 1. Manhattan plot of GWAS for MY.

Figure 2. Manhattan plot of GWAS for FY.



Figure 3. Manhattan plot of GWAS for PY.
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